The all star game on July 8th was held at Doger Stadium and the World first large-scale video display was going to debuting. The system was made in Japan (Mitsubishi Electric) and completed on May 24th. Fred Clare Vice President and Bob Smith manager approved the system and airfreighted to Los Angeles next day. The size was 6m x 8m and 25000 of lighting tubes were arranged in a matrix. The power consumption was 2W per lighting tube; suitable for energy-saving era and the live program of TV was useful. The price was ¥700,000,000 or so; the system will be a new specialty of the stadium.

President Peter O’Malley visit Japan and contracted.

View from 100m distance. The photo captured a moment, the image looked cloudy. (The player was Steven Garvey.)

Vice President Claire was under final check of the system around 200 feet away from the screen and displayed on a screen. The photo was taken at 100m from the screen.

World first large-scale color video display, which installed at Doger Stadium